The Search for the Sydney Model Yacht
Continues.
Editor’s Note
The most amazing things come out of Australia. It’s home not only to unique flora and
fauna, but has a model yachting tradition
that may turn out to be older than that of
either England or the United States. Our colleague Steve Crewes has been documenting
this history for a couple of years. Here’s the
latest installment; the hints on collecting historical material are worth studying.
Earl Boebert

The Search Continues
Since we started about 2 years ago looking
for the Sydney Model Yacht we have traveled
many sometimes fruitless miles. As the people who take part in these type of searches
know, little finds make it all worthwhile, big
finds are mind blowing. These searches take
on tasks associated with detective-like work,
searches of family trees, old newspaper
probes, scrapbooks, the telephone directory
and so on, just to get that snippet, maybe the
last snippet to start the ball rolling for a great
find. Luck plays a really important part, more
than what I thought at first. Take the search
I'm now on: In search of V.R. Blacket, the
designer of the boat “Dawn,” described in
Marine Models in l936. Mr. Blacket in 1936 was
a modern model yacht designer, President of
the NSW Model Yacht Club in Sydney Australia. His boat was described as modern
with a lot of innovations. Whacko! Here is the
researchers dream person. The search begins,

to find out about this person, We know that
the Blacket family is a pretty famous old family in NSW, goes back to year dot. This is
going to be a piece of cake, The Blacket family is known as architects specializing in fine
buildings and churches, the family name is
spelled with only one “T” and not with the
usual two. For some two years now I have
had a newspaper cutting showing two people sailing some model yachts at Dee Why in
Sydney, one V.R. Blacket and son Luke, no
date on it1. Earl Boebert of New Mexico sent
me an article out of Marine Models circa 1936
showing the same boat that’s in my photo as
a plan, WOW a match. Is this luck? A little
side issue pops up here. Earl then sends me
an inquiry notice from a person in Belmont
NSW (a cute little lake side town about 100
miles north of Sydney) who's interested in a
boat their grandfather acquired in, you
guessed it, 1936. This boat is unusual in that
no one can identify it, although the sail has a
6 M on it and is a full keeler like “Dawn. “I'm
to see the boat in a couple of days time and
talk to the original owner's son, who's 76
years old now and will record an interview
with him.
Well, today's the day when I head north to
see this mystery boat. I've done some home
work on this problem boat that no one can
identify or rig properly. I’ve got some photos
off the email Earl sent me, various photos of
different parts to this boat. I then went
through what data I have gleaned from various sources including, Sunday Sailors by Don
Kihlstrom, model makers manuals, various
1. V.R. Blacket didn't have a son called Luke,
according to the family tree.

The boat discoverd by Steve Crewes. Note the jib radial and other features identical to the plan on the
opposite page. She evidently has been re-rigged, losing her wishbone boom in the process.
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type of vane gears, etc. Till one actually “eye
balls” this craft it is only summation on what
it is. There is an “air” about it of Herreshoff
but just an inkling. Probably to do with the
main boom at 45deg and sewn into the sail,
in the main boom arrangement. Now I could
have gone in and “eyeballed” the model, but
the way to do this properly is to talk to the
old man first and put him on tape. The tape is
the most important thing now. I ask him the
usual questions like “How Ya Going Mate”
(standard Aussie greeting). Get his first question, “What do you remember about model
sailing”, and work on from there.
Who? What? Where? How? It is important
you set the stage, you turn the tape on quickly
after asking them. In this initial period some
of the best material comes forward. Then try
to expand on the questions, such as: He told
me his father took them sailing on Sunday, so
the next question is, “How did you get
there?” The family said he couldn't remember much, I managed to get him to stop after
one and a half hours of asking him questions
and him reminiscing, not bad from a bloke
who couldn't remember much, eh?
We proceeded on to the boat. First thing I
noticed was the sails didn't fit the boat at all.
Yes, the sail had a 6 M on them, they were
professionally made (English) with a registration number 10, below the 6M. The boat
hull was in excellent condition. The fittings
were all professionally made, everything
about this boat was not amateur built. The
planking was some of the best I've seen, even
in museums. The planks were nailed to the
ribs down the side of the hull at the ribs in
alternate lines and neatly turned over inside
throughout the entire hull inside (I checked).
The Deck neatly etched out with imitation
deck planking in Indian ink and varnished. It
had a Berg vane on it, circa 1932.
The most amazing thing about this boat I left
to last. This boat is exactly the same length,
the same LWL, and the same weight, and
looked the same as V.R. Blacket's boat in
1936, in every detail from the vane on the
back to the mast. The mast is a fully sprung
one, the jib boom is the same arrangement as
well, not close but identical. Wowee! We
haven't got Mr. Blacket yet but do we have
his boat? A copy of his boat? A copy built by
him? It's one of those. The search goes on.
The Newcastle Miniature sailing Club was a
Gentlemen's sailing club, for all the member

model sailors had automobiles, a rare thing
in Australia in 1935. And the son said about
13 cars and families came every Sunday to
race their miniature yachts. Next story: The
racing and their location.
Steve Crewes

Afterword
This boat was very innovative, and not just in
the early use of the vane gear. The jib radial,
with its pivot aft of the jibstay attachment
point, increases the curvature of the jib as it is
sheeted out, was not common until after
WWII. The sail plan likewise is ahead of its
time with its high aspect ratio. The wishbone
boom is a little hard to discern from the plan,
but it consists of an arced piece on either side
of the sail, with the pivot well up the mast.
This form of boom was also used by Nathanael Herreshoff in the sailing models he built
during his retirement in Florida.
Earl Boebert

2001 Traditional Sail Scale Regatta
The 2001 USVMYG Traditional Sailing Craft
Scale Models Regatta will be part of a model
display and multi-class regatta at Mystic Seaport Museum, Mystic, Ct., August 1-5.
This second annual Model Yacht Regatta at
the Mystic Seaport Shipyard includes ongoing model displays, courses in model construction, the US One Meter national class
championship, the J Class eastern regional
championship, a six-foot fishing schooner
race, as well as the Traditional Sail Scale
regatta, which includes schooners, skipjacks
and other traditional sailing types. The Seaport also expects a 12-foot (1:8 scale) radio
controlled model of L. Francis Herreshoff’s
famous ocean racing ketch Ticonderoga.
Schedule of events is included in the registration form at the end of this newsletter. The
week promises a great event and much fun.
We look forward to seeing you at the Seaport.
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